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Title: Superior Deposition Strategies in Tennessee Civil Trial Practice - for seminars held in
Nashville and Memphis

 
Description: As a civil litigator, you know that effective deposition practice is an integral part of developing

a solid case. Not only vital at trial, this important tool can also lead to a successful
settlement,  if you know how to use it right. Are your deposition skills everything they could
be? Sharpen your deposition skills today!

In this penetrating manual, you will learn strategies used by veteran litigators to conduct,
defend, and use depositions in trial practice. Discover sure-fire ways to prepare your client to
give on-the-mark deposition testimony. Get a plan for conducting your next deposition and
meeting your objectives. Uncover the hidden secrets for successfully handling objections
whenever they arise.

You'll learn how to take control when deposing the opposing party and get the testimony you
need. You'll also target  ways to seamlessly handle expert witness depositions. Explore trial
techniques that go beyond the basics and take your deposition practice to a whole new level.
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Additional
Information:

Guarantee: If you're not happy, we're not either! Your fees will be refunded if you are not
satisfied for any reason.

Discount: Purchase any combination of 10 or more products and receive a 10% discount
and free shipping.

Copyright: May 2004

Pages: 96

Shipping: Usually ships in 5 business days via UPS

 
 Available Formats:  Manual  $95

  Audio Tape  $184

  CD  $184
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